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Summary :


Following are 5 easy methods to split a PDF page in half or cut PDF pages down the middle. Online and offline methods are both provided.
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In some cases, you may only need half of a PDF page for sharing or presentation.

In other cases, if a PDF page is too large, it can pose problems during sharing and consume a significant amount of storage space.

In this post, we will show you 5 easy ways to cut PDF pages in half. Choose the easiest method and follow the instructions.

Cut PDF Pages in Half Vertically for Free

To cut PDF pages vertically, you need the best free PDF page cutter software PDFgear, which allows you to split a single PDF page down the middle, without splitting any of the other pages in the document.

With PDFgear, you get to split a landscape PDF into two separate portrait PDFs.

For instance, you get to easily split an A3 paper size PDF into two A4 paper size PDFs, which is a standard paper size.



Free PDF Page Cutter

PDFgear is the best free PDF page organizer to cut a PDF page in half and split PDF pages.



Free Download



Now see how PDFgear works.

Step 1. Download and install PDFgear, open PDFgear, and click Open File to open the PDF you need to cut in half.

Step 2. Once the PDF is loaded, go to the upper Page section, click to select the page you need to work with, and click Crop page from the upper menubar. The unselected pages will stay intact.
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Step 3. Click and drag the cropping rectangle to adjust the cropping area for the desired PDF page. When ready, click Done, and the unselected half will be cropped out.
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Step 4. To precisely crop the PDF page down the middle, click Adjust Selected Area and input the correct margin value (depending on the dimension of the PDF page) in the Top or bottom box. If you also need the other side of the PDF page, reload the PDF and redo the procedures.
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Step 5. Now you can either click the upper-left save as button to export the multi-page PDF with a half page, or go back to the Page section and click Extract Pages to export only the half page.
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How to Split PDF in Half for Free

Among all PDF split and merge software, PDFgear is the most practical tool to cut PDF pages in half. Set a custom page range and PDFgear will automatically split your long PDF into multiple files.

Other PDF editors can accomplish the same task. However, the following two respects distinguish PDFgear from the rest. Firstly, PDFgear is completely free to download and use. You can cut your PDFs as many times as you want without any limitations. What’s better, PDFgear comes with more free features like extracting pages, adding annotations, and AI OCR.

Step 1. Download PDFgear to your computer and then follow the prompt to launch it. PDFgear is 100% clean and free software, feel safe to download it.

Step 2. Click on Merge & Split in the main interface, then switch to Split PDF.
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Step 3. Click on the Add Files button, and choose a PDF you want to separate in half to upload. Then choose a split mode (custom range, or fixed range), and set pages. After done with setups, click Split.
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How to Cut a PDF in Half Online Free

Without the need for downloading, signing up, or subscribing, the PDFgear Online tool allows you to easily cut a PDF in half directly in your browser with just a few clicks. Regardless of your PDF’s length, PDFgear Online can efficiently process your document. The same applies to other PDFgear online tools, such as the PDF cropper, PDF highlighter, and PDF unlocker.

Being online doesn’t mean compromising on data security. The PDFgear Online Splitter tool automatically deletes all your uploaded files after you leave the website.

Step 1. Visit PDFgear Online Split PDF tool. Click on the Select PDF files button to upload a PDF from a local folder. Alternatively, drag and drop your PDFs to this tool.
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Step 2. Set up the page range you want to split, and click Split. If you set the pages 1,3, you will have a split PDF with only page 1 and page 3. Type 1-4, and you will have a split PDF with pages 1,2,3,4.
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How to Split a PDF in Half Using Adobe Acrobat

Adobe Acrobat, a professional PDF editor, can never be the wrong choice to edit PDFs. Except for splitting a PDF in half, Adobe Acrobat can also be used to combine PDFs and save certain pages of a PDF.

However, Adobe Acrobat is a paid software costing $12.99 per month. It is not worth paying for such a basic PDF editing feature. Besides, the splitting feature of Adobe Acrobat is quite hidden.

Step 1. Download Adobe Acrobat to your computer and then open a PDF with it.

Step 2. Go to Tools > Organize Pages.
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Step 3. Move to the Split option. Now make some split settings. You can choose split by number of pages, file size, or top-level bookmarks. You can also select output destinations. Once all setups are done, click the blue icon saying Split. You will soon have the PDF file that has been separated.
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How to Split PDF Pages in Half Using Google Chrome

Chrome lets you quickly view any PDFs online, yet there are some tricks you can use to cut a PDF page in half. Within the Type sector, you can set the custom range, and then save your PDF to your computer.

But Chrome itself doesn’t provide extensive built-in PDF editing features. For tasks such as drawing on a PDF, annotating a PDF, or removing the password from a PDF in Chrome, you need to look for a professional PDF editor like PDFgear

Step 1. Right-click on a PDF you want to split, choose Open with, then select Google Chrome. Instead, drag and drop a PDF to Chrome.

Step 2. Click on the Print icon in the upper right corner.
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Step 3. Change the Destination to Save as a PDF, then set the Pages to Custom. Type the number of pages you need in the split PDF, and click Save.
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FAQs

How to Split a PDF in Half on Windows Using Microsoft Edge?

The steps of splitting a PDF in half on Windows using Microsoft Edge are similar to that of Chrome. Open a PDF with Microsoft Edge, and go to File > Print. Select Microsoft Print to PDF, set page ranges, and hit Print. You now have a split PDF on the computer!

How to Split a PDF in Half on Mac in Preview?

Open your PDF with Preview software, then enter thumbnail mode. Select the pages you want to split, then drag them to your desktop or another folder.

How to Cut One Page from a PDF?

Go to PDFgear Online Delete PDF Page Tool, and upload your PDF from a local folder. Select the page you want to move, and then hit the Remove Pages button. The whole process is easy and effective.

Conclusion

You have now successfully cut a PDF in half. Whether you turn to professional software like PDFgear, Adobe Acrobat, or use Chrome and the PDFgear online PDF splitter, the results are great.

Here, we suggest you go to PDFgear again because it is completely clean and free software. What’s more, PDFgear revolutionizes how you interact with PDFs. In addition to basic edits like splitting and merging PDFs, it also provides AI tools such as AI PDF summarizer and AI PDF Copilot. Get PDFgear and let it boost your efficiency!
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